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Abstract. Multi-agent approach (MAA) to development of systems architecture has many advances over traditional ones. Here, we concern
one problem in analysis of business processes (BP) of organizationaltechnical systems (OTS). That is, influence of the data flow bottlenecks
onto reliability level of the man-machine distributed system. In such systems, there is an upper limit on the delay time in data transmission or
execution time due to the specifics of business processes. Authors have
conducted simulation of the BP dynamics and confirmed advantages of
their MAA-based method.
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Introduction
Successful development of information processing system (IPS) is strongly determined by elaboration of the methodological approach used in the design process.
This process involves three groups of participants: users, analysts, and developers. The current trend is the automation of all processes of the enterprise:
business processes, processes of coordination, and decision-making.
The IPS development method should allow one to:
1. build a unified IPS model understandable to all participants in the development process;
2. comprehensively address issues of formalization and computerization of the
decision-making processes;
3. conduct simulation modeling of automated processes of an enterprise with
the ability to use the results and knowledge formalization stages of automation.
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1

Some present methods of IPS development

Now we consider the methods of IPS development, which provide the features
mentioned above.
1.1

Skobelev’s method

Skobelev’s method is intended for creation of multi-agent systems (MAS) of operative information processing to support decision-making processes. As a model
of knowledge representation, he uses ontologies and the networking-company
model of the network needs and opportunities (NO-net), as described in his dissertation [1]. Each company is represented as a network of agents of needs and
opportunities. The method solves the problem of interaction of these agents in
the decision-making process.
By Skobelev P. O., the development methodology includes the following
stages:
–
–
–
–
–

description of the subject area MAS;
description of classes of agents and decision-making rules;
description of the interaction protocols of the agents;
types and structure of messages;
software implementation of the agents.

This method is implemented as a set of components for developing the multiagent systems MagentaToolkit [2]. To configure the system for specific domain,
ontologies used are created by application of a special tool included in the package. The described product is intended for the MAS development planning, and
resource allocation. It is not concerned with the analysis and reengineering of
business processes of the enterprise.
1.2

Method by Karsaev O.V. and Gorodetsky V. I.

The method by Karsaev and Gorodetsky is based on the Gaia [3] methodology
and environment MASDK [4] in support of its use. It is designed for development
of the applied multi-agent systems. The coarsening method can be described in
five stages [5].
At the first stage, "design software MAS" comprises analysis and description
of domain ontology. As the result, it determines the classes of agents and maps
them to roles. The distribution of roles between classes of agents determines what
classes of agents for further phases of development will provide the solution of
certain tasks.
At the second stage, "design of a class of agents" is a description of three
components that form the structure of the agent
– the behavior model of the agent;
– service models;
– a mental model.
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At this stage, there is only a description of agents using charts by the objectoriented approach. Writing software code (that describes the service function)
that occurs at the third stage. Then the automatic generation of source code
classes of agents is performed. After that there is the automatic generation of
software code classes of agents.
The fourth stage describes the knowledge and rules conduct the agent. The
last stage is deployment of the agents in the network.
Thus, the Karsaev and Gorodetsky method does not allow one to describe
static and dynamic business processes, and, therefore, is not concerned with their
analysis and re-engineering.
1.3

Method by Shvetsov A. N.

The proposed method is related to development of the corporate intellectual
systems decision-making support [6]. At the initial stage, much attention is paid
to structural, logical, and behavioural aspects of automated enterprise. At the
stage of formalization, of the logical model, knowledge base, topological and
object model are constructed. Then a prototype system and its industrial version
are developed. The main focus of this method is put on the extraction and
formalization of knowledge about the subject.
The Shvetsov method is implemented as a software package DISIT (Distributed Intellectual System Integrated Toolkit) [7]. It is designed to develop
MAS, based on the following principles:
– description of the domain model, using the frame concepts;
– description of the behaviour of agents in the form of products.
In this tool the package consistently performs the following method steps.
1. Describes the domain model: the logic relationship of a frame of concepts
and their attributes.
2. Intelligent agents are distinguished and defined by their behavior with respect to the system limits.
3. Received a conceptual domain model is translated to logical model MAS.
4. Intelligent components and agents reside in the corporate network.
The study shows that the method Shvetsov A. N. not dealing with issues of
analysis and re-engineering static and dynamic business processes.
1.4

Method by Alexandrov D. V.

The Alexandrov method is aimed to modeling the distributed systems management of business processes of the enterprise [8]. The analysis of a subject in the
Alexandrov method uses the structural functional approach. A simulation model
is developed based on the apparatus of colored Petri nets. The simulation results
give recommendations for improvement of the business processes. If necessary,
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it is proposed to conduct a tactical re-engineering. It includes adding/removing
functions, staff, redistribution of functions between the employees, transfer of
employees from one structural unit to another, etc. The next step is implementation of the agent-based applications to automate business processes. Also, the
method involves the use of simulation modeling for monitoring business processes
of the enterprise.

2

New proposed method

The Authors of the paper proposed a new method for development of IPS [9,
10] as a model of knowledge representation that uses a model of multi-agent
resource conversion processes (MRCP) and the frame-based approach [11]. The
new method based on multi agent analysis [12–14] and software design [15, 16].
At the beginning of the process of development a model of the MRCP of the
enterprise is built and simulation is carried out to identify the bottlenecks. Then
the model is transformed into the model of IPS, which is a diagram of functional
and object-oriented approaches. The developers modify the model of the system
and design the user interface that is followed by automatic generation of source
code of the future IPS.
For comparative evaluation of methods for information systems development,
the following set of criteria where used.
1. The process model of the enterprise (A), which describes static (B), dynamic
(C) business processes, and models of decision makers (D). Thus, we can
describe all processes of organizational-technical system.
2. Tools of processes (E) including organizational re-engineering and analysis of
the "bottlenecks". This feature of the method provides creation of a process
model OTS "as-is", which eliminates the existing problems of enterprises.
3. Possibility of using data from a company model in the development of the IPS
(H): part of dynamic business processes and the model of decision-makers.
This allows one to automate the development process and reduce errors in
the transition time between models.
4. Using the structural (K) and object-oriented (L) approaches. The combination of these approaches allow one to build a more complete model of the
information system understandable to users, analysts, and developers.
5. The results of the automation (M): business processes, decision coordination,
and the decision-making processes, i.e., the use of logical inference machine.
Results of comparison of the methods in the IPS development of show the
following
1. For (A):
– Skobelev’s method uses ON-nets;
– Shvetsov method and Karsaev and Gorodetsky method do not need any
model;
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2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

– Alexandrov method uses coloured Petri-net; our suggested method uses
MRCP.
For (B):
– Shvetsov method and Karsaev and Gorodetsky method do not use this
opportunity;
– Skobelev’s method, Alexandrov method and our suggested method use
this opportunity.
For (C) only our method describes dynamic business processes.
For (D) all methods with the exception of Alexandrov method describe models of decision makers.
For (E):
– only Alexandrov method Of D. V. makes organizational reengineering;
– only our method includes analysis of the "bottlenecks".
For (H):
– only our method uses data about dynamic part of business processes;
– all methods with the exception of Alexandrov method use data from the
model of decision-makers.
For (K) and (L):
– only our method uses combination of structural and object-oriented approaches;
– all methods with the exception of Alexandrov method use object-oriented
approach;
– Alexandrov method uses structural approach.
For (M):
– all methods automate business processes;
– Skobelev’s method, Shvetsov method and our method automate decision
coordination;
– only Shvetsov method and our method automate the decision-making.

The above analysis shows that the new method provides more complete solution
to the problem of automation for all OTS-processes.
The new method involves solution of the problem of locating instances of
concepts of the subject area in the knowledge bases of the agents. Its formulation
is presented below.
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where n is the number of agents; m is the number of subject area concept
samples; cij is the factor that valued expenditure for putting the i-th concept
sample near the j-th agent;

1, i-th concept sample near j-th agent;
xij =
0, other.
aij is the factor that evaluated j-th agent’s need i-th concept sample;

1, j-th agent needs i-th concept sample;
aij =
0, other.
Relations (1) – (4) were implemented in the BPsim products family
(BPsim.MAS, multi-agent system dynamic simulation, and the BPsim.SD, the
CASE-tool).
The application of this approach to production and logistics is described
in [17–21]. There is a significant reduction in the transition time between the
stages of IP development. The average effect in the design of the IP model was
42% [9]. Some of its advantages over existing models are also briefly listed in
Conclusion.

3

Conclusion

Existing methods do not completly solve the problem of development IPS affecting the analysis of the processes of the OTS. They do not take into account the
dynamics of BP, do not pay attention to analysis of the "bottlenecks", and do
not use information from the process model OTS in the dynamic BP for the development of IPS. The new proposed method solves these problems. In addition,
the method deals with the question of reliability of human-machine distributed
system in terms of limits of executing the business processes.
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